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EUV photo-resists
• photoreactive and resistent to etch 
• requirements 

• sensitive 
• precise 

• small features (~10 nm) 
• accurate pattern (<10%) 

• understanding of chemistry and physics
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Figure 9. Through-dose behavior of CD and LER of Resist-B at 22 nm to 15 nm HPs. Process parameters are provided in Table 2 with 
a difference of spinning at higher speed resulting in a resist thickness of 25 nm.  
 
              

               
Figure 10. Top-down SEM images of the highest resolutions obtained with EUV-sensitive inorganic resists. Left: 12 nm HP L/S 
patterns with Inpria/JB (high-sensitivity) resist. Right 8 nm HP L/S patterns with Inpria/IB (high-resolution) resist. Process parameters 
are provided in Table 2. For 8 nm HP, the resist thickness was reduced below 15 nm. 
 

                                               
Figure 11. Sensitivity vs. resolution for the champion resists. Resolution denotes the highest resolution achieved currently. Sensitivity 
denotes the measured or estimated dose-to-size at the given HP. 

Inpria  
“High resolution”

~200 mJ/cm2~80 mJ/cm2
Ekinci, Y.; Vockenhuber, M.; Hojeij, M.; Wang, L.; Mojarad, N. M. 
Proc. SPIE 2013; Vol. 8679, 867910

Inpria  
“High sensitivity”



EUV photoactivation

• 92 eV photons: ionizing radiation 
• electrons kicked out of atomic 

and molecular orbitals 
• secondary electrons 
• two kinds of reactive species: 

• holes = ionized molecules 
• electrons = reduced molecules
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hybrid molecules

• combine organic and inorganic chemistry 
• organic: well established and understood reactivity 
• inorganic: absorption of high-energy photons, etch resistance  

• molecular size ~1 nm3; potential for suitable resolution
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periodic table of EUV absorption

• sensitivity requires 
sufficient absorption of 
92 eV photon
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Figure 1.2: Relative photoabsorption cross sections at 92 eV of elements from
Z = 1 to 83, normalized to carbon. Adapted from Refs. 11 and 12.

deviation. The latter can be quantified as line edge roughness (LER), line width
roughness (LWR), or local critical dimension uniformity (LCDU). Sensitivity can
be described by the dose of exposure in di↵erent ways, i.e. the minimum dose of
exposure required to print desired patterns (dose-to-size), to leave negative-tone
resists insoluble (dose-to-gel), or to completely remove positive-tone resists (dose-
to-clear) after development, expressed in mJ/cm2. Resolution is the minimum
feature, i.e. critical dimension that can be printed, expressed in nm. LER or
LWR is commonly used for lines-and-spaces patterns while LCDU is typically
used for contact holes or pillars. Each parameter describes the deviation from an
ideal smooth feature shape, expressed in nm.

The development of new EUV photoresist materials that meet the requirements
of future technologies can only be enabled by understanding the fundamental pat-
terning mechanisms, which di↵er in the various resist platforms and depend on
the material composition. Most EUV resists have evolved from materials initially
developed for ultraviolet or electron beam lithography (EBL), including polymer-
based resists, low molecular-weight organic resists, and inorganic resists. Metal-
containing hybrid resists is a new category specifically chosen for EUV lithography
on account of their higher EUV absorptivity arising from their metallic elements
in comparison to organic materials comprised of C, H, and O (Fig. 1.2).

1.2.1 Polymer-based resists

Chemically amplified resists

Organic polymer-based chemically amplified resists (CARs) are commonly used
in UV lithography.13 Typically, CARs are composed of a polymer matrix bearing
acid-sensitive side-chains blended with photoacid generators (PAGs) which gen-

figure from Lianjia Wu



periodic table of EUV absorption

• many metals absorb 
strongly 
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deviation. The latter can be quantified as line edge roughness (LER), line width
roughness (LWR), or local critical dimension uniformity (LCDU). Sensitivity can
be described by the dose of exposure in di↵erent ways, i.e. the minimum dose of
exposure required to print desired patterns (dose-to-size), to leave negative-tone
resists insoluble (dose-to-gel), or to completely remove positive-tone resists (dose-
to-clear) after development, expressed in mJ/cm2. Resolution is the minimum
feature, i.e. critical dimension that can be printed, expressed in nm. LER or
LWR is commonly used for lines-and-spaces patterns while LCDU is typically
used for contact holes or pillars. Each parameter describes the deviation from an
ideal smooth feature shape, expressed in nm.

The development of new EUV photoresist materials that meet the requirements
of future technologies can only be enabled by understanding the fundamental pat-
terning mechanisms, which di↵er in the various resist platforms and depend on
the material composition. Most EUV resists have evolved from materials initially
developed for ultraviolet or electron beam lithography (EBL), including polymer-
based resists, low molecular-weight organic resists, and inorganic resists. Metal-
containing hybrid resists is a new category specifically chosen for EUV lithography
on account of their higher EUV absorptivity arising from their metallic elements
in comparison to organic materials comprised of C, H, and O (Fig. 1.2).

1.2.1 Polymer-based resists

Chemically amplified resists

Organic polymer-based chemically amplified resists (CARs) are commonly used
in UV lithography.13 Typically, CARs are composed of a polymer matrix bearing
acid-sensitive side-chains blended with photoacid generators (PAGs) which gen-

figure from Lianjia Wu
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materials & methods
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Zr6 oxo cluster                         Zn4 oxo cluster                            (nBu-Sn)12 oxo cage

• design & synthesis — pattern formation — spectroscopy



zirconium oxo clusters
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• X-ray absorption 
spectrum 
C1s —> vacant MO’s 

• Characteristic peaks 
for C=C (~284 eV) and 
for C=O (~287 eV)

C=C

C=O

ZrMc

ZrMcF
C=C

C=C

C=C
Lianjia Wu

C=O

zirconium oxo clusters
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C=C ↓

Lianjia Wu

photon energy/eV

zirconium oxo clusters
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• some loss of C=O groups 
• more loss of C=C

Lianjia Wu

zirconium oxo clusters
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• some loss of C=O groups 
• more loss of C=C 

• polymerization 
• little outgassing

Lianjia Wu

zirconium oxo clusters
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• some loss of C=O groups 
• more loss of C=C 

• polymerization 
• little outgassing 

• fluorine opens extra 
channels for reaction

Lianjia Wu

zirconium oxo clusters



zinc oxo clusters
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Figure 1(a) Scheme of Zn(MA)(TFA) synthesis. (b) Dose dependence of line-width of line/space patterns of different half-pitch measured with SEM (2 kV), where grey hollow dots 

represent the dose-to-size. (c) Selected SEM (5 kV) images of patterned line/space features using EUV-IL.

2.3 Post-exposure analysis

UV-vis absorption spectroscopy was performed in a Shimadzu 
UV2600 spectrophotometer. FTIR spectroscopy of the thin films 
was performed in transmission mode under vacuum in a Bruker 
Vertex 80v spectrometer. XPS was performed using a 
monochromatic Al KS source (1486.6 eV) in an ultra-high 
vacuum setup (p T 5×10-9 mbar) equipped with Scienta R4000 
HiPP-3 analyser. Fitting of the peaks was done using UNIFIT 
2018 Scientific software. SEM imaging on L/S features was 
performed with a top-down view using a FEI Verios 460 
operating at a current of 100 pA, dwell time of 10 µs and altering 
voltage of 5 kV and 2 kV. LWR evaluation was carried out using 
SMILE, a SEM image analysis software developed at the Paul 
Scherrer Institute. Unbiased LWRs values46 were obtained using 
the average power spectral density (PSD) of the lines in their 
respective SEM images, the unbaising was performed using a 
standard PSD model.47 AFM measurements were done using a 
Bruker Dimensions Icon in ScanAsyst-air mode. As a control 
experiment, a spectrum of a freshly spin-coated thin film was 
also used (fresh reference) to inspect the effect of aging/partial 
degradation of the sample occurring between the exposure and 
the spectroscopy experiments (as shown in ESI†).

3. Results and Discussion 
To evaluate Zn(MA)(TFA) as a photoresist for EUV lithography, 
dense L/S patterns on the thin film (~37 nm) were printed using 

the EUV-IL tool at the Paul Scherrer Institute.48 SEM images (Fig. 
1c) show that the transfer of L/S patterns needed a notably low 
dose. No scumming (scattered rests of material) between lines 
was observed. An important aspect in a resist performance is 
the dose-to-size, which is the incident exposure dose that is 
needed to attain features of the intended dimension. The plot 
of printed linewidth as a function of dose for Zn(MA)(TFA) 
(Fig. 1b)49 showed that the dose-to-size (hollow dots) in all cases 
is close to 20 mJ/cm2, which is the current requirement for EUV 
resists. The aspect ratio of the L/S patterns were estimated 
using the height as measured from the corresponding AFM 
contour profiles (shown in ESI†, Fig. S1) and found to be  ~1:3 
for HP 50 nm, 30 nm, and 22 nm, and ~1:2 for HP 40 nm. The 
unbiased LWRs (shown in Fig. 2) of dense L/S features were 
calculated for the doses of HPs nearest to the printed dose-to-
size values (as shown above in Fig. 1b). As a result of line wiggles 
seen in SEM image of HP 22 nm the results of unbiased LWR are 
relatively higher. However, the LWR values of the other HP fulfil 
the industry requirement (LWR < 20%  of CD).12 It should be 
noticed that a good control in the Zn(MA)(TFA) composition is 
crucial for reproducibility in the sensitivity of this resist.43 Table 
1 below summarises the performance of some inorganic and 
hybrid inorganic-organic EUV photoresist when exposed using 
the EUVL-IL tool at PSI. 
The promising outstanding performance of this new material 
prompted us to investigate the underlying mechanism in the 
pattern formation. In particular, we wanted to gain insight in 
the role of each type of ligand in the solubility switch that it 
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metal oxo clusters
• flexible synthesis via ligand exchange 
• activation via electron transfer 
• radicals formed 
• acrylate cross-linking  
• negative tone photoresists 

• advantage: little outgassing (only some CO2)

16



organotin oxo cages

• introduced in EUV photoresist 
field by Brainard 

• large EUV absorption 
• easy to synthesize 
• chemical reactivity virtually 

unexplored
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a b s t r a c t

We have studied the photolysis of tin clusters of the type [(RSn)12O14(OH)6] X2 using extreme ultraviolet
(EUV, 13.5 nm) light, and developed these clusters into novel high-resolution photoresists. A thin film of
[(BuSn)12O14(OH)6][p-toluenesulfonate]2 (1) was prepared by spin coating a solution of (1) in 2-butanone
onto a silicon wafer. Exposure to EUV light caused the compound (1) to be converted into a substance that
was markedly less soluble in aqueous isopropanol. To optimize the EUV lithographic performance of
resists using tin-oxo clusters, and to gain insight into the mechanism of their photochemical reactions,
we prepared several compounds based on [(RSn)12O14(OH)6] X2. The sensitivity of tin-oxide films to
EUV light were studied as a function of variations in the structure of the counter-anions (X, primarily
carboxylates) and organic ligands bound to tin (R). Correlations were sought between the EUV sensitivity
of these complexes vs. the strength of the carbon–carboxylate bonds in the counter-anions and vs. the
strength of the carbon–tin bonds. No correlation was observed between the strength of the carbon–
carboxylate bonds in the counter-anions (X) and the EUV photosensitivity. However, the EUV sensitivity
of the tin-oxide films appears to be well-correlated with the strength of the carbon–tin bonds. We
hypothesize this correlation indicates a mechanism of carbon–tin bond homolysis during exposure. Using
these tin clusters, 18-nm lines were printed showcasing the high resolution capabilities of these materi-
als as photoresists for EUV lithography.

! 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As the microelectronics industry continues to follow Moore’s
law [1], photoresist designers face ever-growing challenges associ-
ated with resolving increasingly smaller patterns. With 22-nm
gate-lengths currently in production, many chip manufacturers
are looking for ways to implement the 16 and 10-nm lithography
nodes. Chip manufacturers currently use 193-nm scanners for
printing these features, however, these systems have already sur-
passed their resolution capabilities and imaging is made possible
only by multiple patterning. Extreme ultraviolet (EUV, 13.5-nm
wavelength) lithography is thought to be the next imaging tech-
nology for fabricating microelectronic devices, however, there are
still many obstacles that must be overcome. The traditional,
chemically-amplified photoresist systems which have been

successful in lithography since the 1960s are finally encountering
extremely challenging hurdles: (1) poor photon absorption in
thin-films; (2) moderate etch selectivity [2,3] and; (3) limited gains
in resolution [4,5].

Recently, two completely new resists have been developed
based on hafnium-oxide nanoparticles [6–9]. Researchers at Inpria
Co., have developed one of the highest resolution EUV photoresists
ever created [6]. This resist has demonstrated resolution of 8 nm
dense line and space patterns at 200 mJ/cm2 [6]. Christopher
Ober’s group at Cornell has also developed resists which utilize
hafnium-oxide nanoparticles with equally remarkable perfor-
mance [7–9]. Although the Cornell resists (36-nm lines) do not
have the high resolution capability of the Inpria resist, they are
capable of excellent sensitivity (12 mJ/cm2). The very notion of
preparing photoresists using inorganic or organometallic com-
pounds is still extremely new, but this pioneering work has dem-
onstrated the great potential of inorganic systems as photoresists.

Here we describe the synthesis and lithographic evaluation of
thin films of tin-oxo clusters ([(RSn)12O14(OH)6]X2, Fig. 1A) using

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mee.2014.04.024
0167-9317/! 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

! Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 (518) 956 7320.
E-mail address: rbrainard@albany.edu (R.L. Brainard).
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extreme ultraviolet light (EUV, 13.5 nm). These types of tin clusters
have been known for over 20 years [10–46]. They consist of spher-
ical tin-oxo cages in which each of the twelve tin atoms is cova-
lently bound to one organic (R) group. The clusters have a +2
charge and are typically precipitated with pairs of anions (X!).
These materials have been investigated as self-assembled mono-
layer dopants [10], as esterification catalysts [11] and as

organometallic hybrid materials [12], but until now their photore-
activity has never been evaluated.

This investigation into the use of tin-oxide clusters as EUV pho-
toresists has been motivated by three conclusions. (1) The work by
Inpria and Cornell provided an excellent demonstration that metal-
oxide nanoparticles/clusters could provide exceptional litho-
graphic properties. (2) Both tin and oxygen readily absorb EUV
photons with optical densities that are 10.5 and 1.7 times greater
than carbon [47]. We proposed that these higher optical densities
should allow resists based on these tin-oxo clusters to better uti-
lize the EUV photons that are used in EUV lithography to provide
superior lithographic performance based on more efficient utiliza-
tion of the EUV photons to give better sensitivity and lower shot
noise [48]. (3) The tin-oxo clusters are smaller and more uniformly
sized than the HfO2 nanoparticles and should, therefore, be capable
of excellent resolution and LER.

In addition to preparing tin-oxo clusters that are known in the
literature, we have made six new compounds. The lithographic
performance of eight tin-oxo clusters were then evaluated litho-
graphically using the EUV interference lithography tool at Paul
Scherrer Institute (PSI) and the results were analysed.

2. Results and discussion

In an initial study, the tin-oxo cluster [(n-BuSn)12O14(OH)6](p-
CH3C6H4SO3)2 (1) was prepared as previously described in the lit-
erature [13]. The tin cluster (1) was dissolved in 2-butanone and
spin-coated into a thin film. The film was exposed to EUV light in
an open field pattern using the Berkeley direct contrast tool
(DCT) and developed in 66% aqueous isopropanol solvent for 30 s
[49]. Upon exposure to 20 mJ/cm2 EUV light, the film became less
soluble in developer – thereby exhibiting the properties of a negative-
tone photoresist. In a related experiment, we were able to print
18-nm dense lines by exposing a film of [(n-BuSn)12O14(OH)6]Cl2

using the interference lithographic tool at PSI (Fig. 1B).
Since these clusters exhibit photoreactivity and are capable of

printing high resolution lines, we designed a set of experiments
to explore their lithographic properties as a function of structure.
Specifically, we prepared a series of compounds with variation in
the carboxylate counter-anion and the alkyl group bound to tin
with the hope of identifying which of these structural features par-
ticipates in the exposure mechanism. Since the resolution capabil-
ities of these clusters varies, yet all capable of printing 50-nm
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Fig. 1. The mechanism of photolysis for Tin clusters of the type [(RSn)12O14(OH)6]X2

was explored through structural variation. (A) Clusters were made varying the bond
energies of both the counter-ions (X) and the organic ligands (R) and tested for EUV
lithographic performance. (B) Highest-resolution results for tin clusters. The best
imaging was achieved by the clusters containing the phenyl organic ligands (R),
which was capable of 18-nm resolutions.
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Fig. 2. Photo-induced homolytic cleavage of phenylacetate. Phenylacetate is known
to undergo a photochemical decarboxylation where generation of benzyl radical has
been detected suggesting a homolytic cleavage mechanism [51,55–58].

Table 1
Five tin clusters were synthesized by combining the appropriate acid (HX) with the tin cluster hydroxide (2). The relative bond energy for each acid is also included and, if
decomposition occurs, should correspond with the relative sensitivity [59].

Acid (HX) Structure Bond dissociation energy (kcal/mol)

O

OH

(3) [(BuSn)12O14(OH)6][C6H5CH2COO]2 67

OH

O

O

HO
(4) [(BuSn)12O14(OH)6][OCOCOO] 80

O O

HO OH

(5) [(BuSn)12O14(OH)6][OCOCH2COO] 85*

H

O

OH

(6) [(BuSn)12O14(OH)6][HCOO]2 97

O

OH

(7) [(BuSn)12O14(OH)6][C6H5COO]2 103

* Bond energy estimated from bond energy of acetic acid a-proton.

B. Cardineau et al. / Microelectronic Engineering 127 (2014) 44–50 45



patterning tin cages

18

• EUV exposure and interference  
litho at PSI 

• higher sensitivity than published  
by Brainard group

J. Haitjema, Y. Zhang, M. Vockenhuber, D. Kazazis, Y. Ekinci and A. M. Brouwer, "Extreme ultraviolet patterning of tin-oxo cages", J. Micro/Nanolitho. MEMS MOEMS 2017, 16, 7
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• dose-to-gel ~50 mJ cm-2 
• not much material lost at 

maximum remaining 
thickness 

• shrinkage upon over-exposure: 
loss of organic groups

“contrast curve”



reactivity

• Sn-C bonds are the weak spot 
• Ebond ≈ 2.5 eV 

• Molecular Quantum Chemistry 
Density Functional Theory

20
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experiments
• analysis of thin photoresist films 

• X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
• Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy 

• gas phase photofragmentation 

• Low Energy Electron exposure 

• main change: loss of carbon after Sn-C bond broken
22



• dose-to-gel ~50 mJ cm-2 
• little carbon lost at this 

point 

• XPS is surface sensitive

XPS after EUV exposure
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2.4.1 XPS  
XPS with 1400 eV photon energy was used to characterize the chemical oxidation state 
changes in the thin film. 
 
2.4.2 UV-vis 
SHIMAZU was used to measure the absorption changes in the thin film. (In Jarich’s 
report) 
2.4.3 IR 
FTIR was used to measure the IR changes in the thin film. (In Jarich’s report) 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1.1 Overview of Tin oxo cages  
 

 
Figure 2. XPS spectra measured from unexposed thin films of TinOH, 50 mJ exposed 
TinOH and 250 mJ exposed TinOH. 
 
As shown in Fig. 2, all the relevant chemical shift peaks (Sn3d 5/2 at around 485 eV, C1s 
at around 285 eV and O1s at around 531 eV) are observed in the spectra. The Au 4f 
peaks, which are come from the Au layer underneath, also appeared there.  
 
 
Table 1. Atomic ratio from different tin oxo cages samples 
Atomic. Sn O C 
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energy dependence of these processes have been performed up
to date.15,17,22!24

Gaining knowledge on which electrons induce more
signi!cant changes in EUV photoresists is of high relevance
both from a fundamental and an applied point of view. Mainly,
the e"ciency of electron-induced reactions contributes to the
overall sensitivity of the photoresists.18,19 At the same time, the
so-called electron blur in the !nal nanopattern!the maximum
distance away from the photon absorption point where
electrons induce solubility changes!depends on the electron
mean free path.25 Accurate experimental values for the mean
free paths of electrons below 100 eV are scarce, and only
recently, it has been experimentally shown that they strongly
depend on electron energy and on the material.26 Under-
standing interactions of low-energy electrons (LEEs) with
photoresist materials and the energy dependence of those
interactions thus presents an essential contribution to estimate,
and eventually control, the e"ciency of the photoresist as well
as their lateral blur in the nanopatterns.
In the present work, we use LEE microscopy (LEEM) to

expose thin !lms of a Sn-based EUV resist with LEEs within
the 0!40 eV energy range, which is representative of the SE
generated upon EUVL. We use electron energy loss spectros-
copy (EELS) to determine with accuracy the energies of the
electrons that impinge the photoresist, correcting for surface
charging e#ects that result from the poorly conducting
character of the material. Next, using atomic force microscopy
(AFM), we study the electron-induced structural changes as a
function of electron energy and exposure dose and relate them
to the changes in the solubility properties of the material.
These experiments allow us to estimate the average reaction
volume per incident electron as a function of electron energy.
Similarly, we estimate a “chemical e"ciency” of LEEs in the
0!40 eV range in terms of number of electrons needed per
molecule to render the material insoluble.

! RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We study !lms of tin-oxo cages, a molecular material referred
to as TinOH, where OH stands for the two hydroxyl
counterions27,28 (Figure 1a). This compound is a Sn-
containing material that has proven to be a promising EUV
resist.8,10,29,30 The mechanism responsible for the solubility
change of TinOH promoted by EUV photons was proposed in
previous works.8!10,31 Here, we investigate how LEEs directly
induce changes in the solubility properties of this material as a
function of electron energy and dose within a relevant energy
window for EUVL (0!40 eV).15,32!34 The design of our
LEEM experimental setup allows us to evaluate the e#ect of
LEEs on the photoresist using in situ and ex situ approaches.
In the in situ approach, the interaction of LEEs with the
photoresist is monitored using LEEM-based EELS (Figure 1b).
The ex situ approach consists of exposure to LEEs, followed by
AFM analysis both before and after a development step is
applied to the resist layer (Figure 1c,d).

In Situ EELS Experiments: Surface Charging. When a
poorly conducting resist layer is exposed to LEEs, the resulting
surface charging can severely a#ect the electron/resist
interaction energy. This phenomenon has been studied in
thin !lms of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)35 and is crucial
for an accurate understanding of the electron exposure
experiments. To quantify the dynamic charging e#ects in the
present experiment, EELS spectra were recorded during the
electron exposure of di#erent primary electron beam energies
(E0) in the 0!40 eV range. E0 is de!ned as the potential
di#erence between the electron gun (!15 keV) and the
potential applied to the sample (Vs), corrected by the work
function di#erence !" between the electron emitter and the
sample (E0 = !15 keV + eVs + !"). In ref 36, we have shown
that the width of the EELS spectrum, that is, the di#erence
between the zero-loss peak and the SE cuto#, provides a direct
measurement of the electron landing energy (Eland), that is, the
actual energy that the electrons have when they reach the
surface of the sample. Given that TinOH is a poorly

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of the tin-oxo cage compound with hydroxide counterions (TinOH). (b) Example of a transient EELS spectrum
during electron exposure. (c,d) Inspection by AFM of electron-induced changes in a thin !lm (20 nm) of TinOH exposed to electrons of Eland =
15.8 eV and an exposure dose of 12 mC/cm2 in LEEM. (c) The exposed area is clearly visible in the AFM image on the “as-exposed” !lm before
development. The di#erence in thickness between exposed and unexposed areas is shown below in the pro!le line scan along the red dashed line.
(d) AFM image of the same area shown in (c) after development. The thickness of the insoluble material left after development is shown below as a
height pro!le line scan along the blue dashed line.
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ABSTRACT: Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography (13.5 nm) is the
newest technology that allows high-throughput fabrication of electronic
circuitry in the sub-20 nm scale. It is commonly assumed that low-energy
electrons (LEEs) generated in the resist materials by EUV photons are mostly
responsible for the solubility switch that leads to nanopattern formation. Yet,
reliable quantitative information on this electron-induced process is scarce. In
this work, we combine LEE microscopy (LEEM), electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to study changes
induced by electrons in the 0!40 eV range in thin !lms of a state-of-the-art
molecular organometallic EUV resist known as tin-oxo cage. LEEM!EELS
uniquely allows to correct for surface charging and thus to accurately determine the electron landing energy. AFM postexposure
analyses revealed that irradiation of the resist with LEEs leads to the densi!cation of the resist layer because of carbon loss.
Remarkably, electrons with energies as low as 1.2 eV can induce chemical reactions in the Sn-based resist. Electrons with higher
energies are expected to cause electronic excitation or ionization, opening up more pathways to enhanced conversion. However, we
do not observe a substantial increase of chemical conversion (densi!cation) with the electron energy increase in the 2!40 eV range.
Based on the dose-dependent thickness pro!les, a simpli!ed reaction model is proposed where the resist undergoes sequential
chemical reactions, !rst yielding a sparsely cross-linked network and then a more densely cross-linked network. This model allows us
to estimate a maximum reaction volume on the initial material of 0.15 nm3 per incident electron in the energy range studied, which
means that about 10 LEEs per molecule on average are needed to turn the material insoluble and thus render a pattern. Our
observations are consistent with the observed EUV sensitivity of tin-oxo cages.
KEYWORDS: low-energy electron microscopy, electron energy loss spectroscopy, patterning, electron-induced chemistry,
inorganic EUV resist

! INTRODUCTION
As the miniaturization of electronic components in computer
chips continues, novel nanopatterning technologies are
necessary to attain a cost-e"ective high-volume manufactur-
ing.1 Among all nanopatterning approaches, extreme ultraviolet
lithography (EUVL) is the most promising candidate to reach
the targeted sub-20 nm resolution by employing a much
shorter wavelength (13.5 nm) than it is used in current deep
UV (DUV) lithography (193 nm).2 One of the biggest
challenges in the establishment of EUVL in the semiconductor
industry lies in the interaction of the high-energy (92 eV) EUV
radiation with the photoresist material. Conventional polymer-
based photoresists designed for DUV lithography o"er
relatively low EUV photon absorption, which limits their
performance.3 Therefore, the search for new materials that can
absorb an optimal amount of EUV light and render high-
quality nanopatterns is essential for EUVL technology.4!6

Among the variety of materials that are being investigated
for EUVL applications, metal!organic materials, also called
inorganic resists, are considered the most promising. Their

main advantage is that the incorporation of metallic elements
enhances EUV absorptivity.7 In particular, Sn-containing
materials have attracted much attention as they can yield
nanopatterns at relatively low doses.8!10 Yet, a lack of detailed
understanding of the chemical processes occurring upon the
absorption of EUV photons hinders the rational design of
e#cient resists. When an EUV photon is absorbed by the
resist, primary and secondary electrons (SEs) with energies in
the 0!80 eV range are produced.11,12 These electrons play a
central role in the chemical transformations that photoresists
undergo. Speci!cally, they can induce molecular bond
scissions,13,14 which change the photoresist structure and
thus its solubility properties, thereby enabling pattern
formation.11,15!21 However, very few studies of the electron
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uniquely allows to correct for surface charging and thus to accurately determine the electron landing energy. AFM postexposure
analyses revealed that irradiation of the resist with LEEs leads to the densi!cation of the resist layer because of carbon loss.
Remarkably, electrons with energies as low as 1.2 eV can induce chemical reactions in the Sn-based resist. Electrons with higher
energies are expected to cause electronic excitation or ionization, opening up more pathways to enhanced conversion. However, we
do not observe a substantial increase of chemical conversion (densi!cation) with the electron energy increase in the 2!40 eV range.
Based on the dose-dependent thickness pro!les, a simpli!ed reaction model is proposed where the resist undergoes sequential
chemical reactions, !rst yielding a sparsely cross-linked network and then a more densely cross-linked network. This model allows us
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means that about 10 LEEs per molecule on average are needed to turn the material insoluble and thus render a pattern. Our
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! INTRODUCTION
As the miniaturization of electronic components in computer
chips continues, novel nanopatterning technologies are
necessary to attain a cost-e"ective high-volume manufactur-
ing.1 Among all nanopatterning approaches, extreme ultraviolet
lithography (EUVL) is the most promising candidate to reach
the targeted sub-20 nm resolution by employing a much
shorter wavelength (13.5 nm) than it is used in current deep
UV (DUV) lithography (193 nm).2 One of the biggest
challenges in the establishment of EUVL in the semiconductor
industry lies in the interaction of the high-energy (92 eV) EUV
radiation with the photoresist material. Conventional polymer-
based photoresists designed for DUV lithography o"er
relatively low EUV photon absorption, which limits their
performance.3 Therefore, the search for new materials that can
absorb an optimal amount of EUV light and render high-
quality nanopatterns is essential for EUVL technology.4!6

Among the variety of materials that are being investigated
for EUVL applications, metal!organic materials, also called
inorganic resists, are considered the most promising. Their

main advantage is that the incorporation of metallic elements
enhances EUV absorptivity.7 In particular, Sn-containing
materials have attracted much attention as they can yield
nanopatterns at relatively low doses.8!10 Yet, a lack of detailed
understanding of the chemical processes occurring upon the
absorption of EUV photons hinders the rational design of
e#cient resists. When an EUV photon is absorbed by the
resist, primary and secondary electrons (SEs) with energies in
the 0!80 eV range are produced.11,12 These electrons play a
central role in the chemical transformations that photoresists
undergo. Speci!cally, they can induce molecular bond
scissions,13,14 which change the photoresist structure and
thus its solubility properties, thereby enabling pattern
formation.11,15!21 However, very few studies of the electron
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also occur to a certain extent, which would also have an impact
on the densi!cation of the material.
In order to relate the thickness curves in Figure 3 to

chemical changes, we simplify this complex process of
reactions in a model where two types of products (materials
B and C) with di"erent densities are formed in sequence from
the original TinOH (material A), that is, through consecutive
reactions A ! B ! C.
As schematically shown in Figure 4, upon electron exposure,

the initial resist material A transforms !rst into an insoluble
product B with higher density than A because of few butyl-
chain cleavage events, loss of the carbon chain by desorption,
and cross-linking among the few molecular units through the
“activated” Sn sites (the ones that underwent Sn!C bond
cleavage). Product B thus represents the mixture of relatively
low-weight oligomers that are cross-linked to a low degree.
The A ! B reaction requires low doses and the subsequent
electrons can promote further carbon loss and aggregation of
the inorganic units, leading to the B ! C evolution, where C
has an even denser structure (Figure 4b). Product C in this
model thus represents a network with a high degree of cross-
linking among the Sn-containing core units and with a low
carbon content. This transformation of the material with the
dose results in a 9% increase of the material conductance (g0)
deduced from the !tting of the S-curves that result from
surface charging evolution charging over dose (see Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information).
For very LEEs (1.2 and 1.6 eV), the number of electrons

that reach the resist at the given incident doses is not su#cient
to transform all initial material A to the insoluble B or C and a
mixture of mainly A + B is formed in the exposed areas. This is
the same behavior observed in photoresists when the photon
dose applied is not su#cient for a full conversion of the initial
material into insoluble material.39,40 In this underexposed
regime, the thickness of the exposed !lm is reduced in the
development step because the remaining material A is
dissolved (Figure 4a).
The fraction of unreacted material A left in the exposed

areas can thus be calculated by comparing the thickness of the
!lm after compression (cf. “as exposed” in Figure 3c), which is
a mixture of A and B, and the thickness remaining after
development (cf. “developed” in Figure 3f), which consists
only of the insoluble material (B at lower doses and C at

higher doses). Figure 5a shows the thickness lost during
development as a function of exposure dose for some selected

electron energies. It thus plots the conversion of the starting
material A as a function of electron dose for the di"erent
energies. It can be observed that a 3 mC/cm2 dose of electrons
with an energy of 2 eV is already su#cient to transform the
layer of the initial material into the insoluble mixture that we
identify as B. This dose, corresponding to an energy dose of 9
mJ/cm2, is in the range of dose needed to transform the whole
thickness of the material (D100) when using EUV light: for a 40
nm !lm, ca. 50 mJ/cm2 of EUV incident dose are required,29

from which 38% is absorbed,41 that is, ca. 19 mJ/cm2.
A likely mechanism leading to carbon-chain loss in TinOH is

electron capture, followed by the decomposition of the radical
anion formed. This process, known as dissociative electron

Figure 4. Scheme representing the densi!cation of the TinOH material A. (a) Unexposed resist is removed completely during the development.
(b) For electron exposure with Eland < 2 eV, only a small fraction of electrons impinging on the surface reach the material and only low conversion
is attained. (c) For Eland > 2 eV, as the incident (inc.) dose increases, consecutive reactions yield the insoluble products B (denser than A) and C
(denser than B). (d) Schematic representation of the initial TinOH molecular material A and of the two insoluble networks B and C. Blue ellipses
represent the Sn-based inorganic core and orange bars the butyl chains.

Figure 5. (a) Thickness of starting material A (noncross-linked
TinOH) dissolved in the development step for each dose of electrons
of di"erent energies (Eland). (b) E"ective reacted volume per
impinging electron (continuous line) and the number of incident
electrons per reacted molecule (dashed lines) estimated for every
exposure dose to electrons of selected energies.
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• low energy electrons: 
• Sn12Bu12 + e- → [Sn12Bu12-] → 

Sn12Bu11- + Bu 

• higher energy electrons: 
• Sn12Bu12 + e- → [Sn12Bu12+] + 2e-

→ Sn12Bu11+ + Bu + 2 [Sn12Bu12-] 
→ Sn12Bu11+ + 2 Sn12Bu11-+ 3Bu
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energies are expected to cause electronic excitation or ionization, opening up more pathways to enhanced conversion. However, we
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Based on the dose-dependent thickness pro!les, a simpli!ed reaction model is proposed where the resist undergoes sequential
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! INTRODUCTION
As the miniaturization of electronic components in computer
chips continues, novel nanopatterning technologies are
necessary to attain a cost-e"ective high-volume manufactur-
ing.1 Among all nanopatterning approaches, extreme ultraviolet
lithography (EUVL) is the most promising candidate to reach
the targeted sub-20 nm resolution by employing a much
shorter wavelength (13.5 nm) than it is used in current deep
UV (DUV) lithography (193 nm).2 One of the biggest
challenges in the establishment of EUVL in the semiconductor
industry lies in the interaction of the high-energy (92 eV) EUV
radiation with the photoresist material. Conventional polymer-
based photoresists designed for DUV lithography o"er
relatively low EUV photon absorption, which limits their
performance.3 Therefore, the search for new materials that can
absorb an optimal amount of EUV light and render high-
quality nanopatterns is essential for EUVL technology.4!6

Among the variety of materials that are being investigated
for EUVL applications, metal!organic materials, also called
inorganic resists, are considered the most promising. Their

main advantage is that the incorporation of metallic elements
enhances EUV absorptivity.7 In particular, Sn-containing
materials have attracted much attention as they can yield
nanopatterns at relatively low doses.8!10 Yet, a lack of detailed
understanding of the chemical processes occurring upon the
absorption of EUV photons hinders the rational design of
e#cient resists. When an EUV photon is absorbed by the
resist, primary and secondary electrons (SEs) with energies in
the 0!80 eV range are produced.11,12 These electrons play a
central role in the chemical transformations that photoresists
undergo. Speci!cally, they can induce molecular bond
scissions,13,14 which change the photoresist structure and
thus its solubility properties, thereby enabling pattern
formation.11,15!21 However, very few studies of the electron
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also occur to a certain extent, which would also have an impact
on the densi!cation of the material.
In order to relate the thickness curves in Figure 3 to

chemical changes, we simplify this complex process of
reactions in a model where two types of products (materials
B and C) with di"erent densities are formed in sequence from
the original TinOH (material A), that is, through consecutive
reactions A ! B ! C.
As schematically shown in Figure 4, upon electron exposure,

the initial resist material A transforms !rst into an insoluble
product B with higher density than A because of few butyl-
chain cleavage events, loss of the carbon chain by desorption,
and cross-linking among the few molecular units through the
“activated” Sn sites (the ones that underwent Sn!C bond
cleavage). Product B thus represents the mixture of relatively
low-weight oligomers that are cross-linked to a low degree.
The A ! B reaction requires low doses and the subsequent
electrons can promote further carbon loss and aggregation of
the inorganic units, leading to the B ! C evolution, where C
has an even denser structure (Figure 4b). Product C in this
model thus represents a network with a high degree of cross-
linking among the Sn-containing core units and with a low
carbon content. This transformation of the material with the
dose results in a 9% increase of the material conductance (g0)
deduced from the !tting of the S-curves that result from
surface charging evolution charging over dose (see Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information).
For very LEEs (1.2 and 1.6 eV), the number of electrons

that reach the resist at the given incident doses is not su#cient
to transform all initial material A to the insoluble B or C and a
mixture of mainly A + B is formed in the exposed areas. This is
the same behavior observed in photoresists when the photon
dose applied is not su#cient for a full conversion of the initial
material into insoluble material.39,40 In this underexposed
regime, the thickness of the exposed !lm is reduced in the
development step because the remaining material A is
dissolved (Figure 4a).
The fraction of unreacted material A left in the exposed

areas can thus be calculated by comparing the thickness of the
!lm after compression (cf. “as exposed” in Figure 3c), which is
a mixture of A and B, and the thickness remaining after
development (cf. “developed” in Figure 3f), which consists
only of the insoluble material (B at lower doses and C at

higher doses). Figure 5a shows the thickness lost during
development as a function of exposure dose for some selected

electron energies. It thus plots the conversion of the starting
material A as a function of electron dose for the di"erent
energies. It can be observed that a 3 mC/cm2 dose of electrons
with an energy of 2 eV is already su#cient to transform the
layer of the initial material into the insoluble mixture that we
identify as B. This dose, corresponding to an energy dose of 9
mJ/cm2, is in the range of dose needed to transform the whole
thickness of the material (D100) when using EUV light: for a 40
nm !lm, ca. 50 mJ/cm2 of EUV incident dose are required,29

from which 38% is absorbed,41 that is, ca. 19 mJ/cm2.
A likely mechanism leading to carbon-chain loss in TinOH is

electron capture, followed by the decomposition of the radical
anion formed. This process, known as dissociative electron

Figure 4. Scheme representing the densi!cation of the TinOH material A. (a) Unexposed resist is removed completely during the development.
(b) For electron exposure with Eland < 2 eV, only a small fraction of electrons impinging on the surface reach the material and only low conversion
is attained. (c) For Eland > 2 eV, as the incident (inc.) dose increases, consecutive reactions yield the insoluble products B (denser than A) and C
(denser than B). (d) Schematic representation of the initial TinOH molecular material A and of the two insoluble networks B and C. Blue ellipses
represent the Sn-based inorganic core and orange bars the butyl chains.

Figure 5. (a) Thickness of starting material A (noncross-linked
TinOH) dissolved in the development step for each dose of electrons
of di"erent energies (Eland). (b) E"ective reacted volume per
impinging electron (continuous line) and the number of incident
electrons per reacted molecule (dashed lines) estimated for every
exposure dose to electrons of selected energies.
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• low energy electrons: 
• Sn12Bu12 + e- → [Sn12Bu12-] → 

Sn12Bu11- + Bu 

• higher energy electrons: 
• Sn12Bu12 + e- → [Sn12Bu12+] + 2e-

→ Sn12Bu11+ + Bu + 2 [Sn12Bu12-] 
→ Sn12Bu11+ + 2 Sn12Bu11-+ 3Bu
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reliable quantitative information on this electron-induced process is scarce. In
this work, we combine LEE microscopy (LEEM), electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to study changes
induced by electrons in the 0!40 eV range in thin !lms of a state-of-the-art
molecular organometallic EUV resist known as tin-oxo cage. LEEM!EELS
uniquely allows to correct for surface charging and thus to accurately determine the electron landing energy. AFM postexposure
analyses revealed that irradiation of the resist with LEEs leads to the densi!cation of the resist layer because of carbon loss.
Remarkably, electrons with energies as low as 1.2 eV can induce chemical reactions in the Sn-based resist. Electrons with higher
energies are expected to cause electronic excitation or ionization, opening up more pathways to enhanced conversion. However, we
do not observe a substantial increase of chemical conversion (densi!cation) with the electron energy increase in the 2!40 eV range.
Based on the dose-dependent thickness pro!les, a simpli!ed reaction model is proposed where the resist undergoes sequential
chemical reactions, !rst yielding a sparsely cross-linked network and then a more densely cross-linked network. This model allows us
to estimate a maximum reaction volume on the initial material of 0.15 nm3 per incident electron in the energy range studied, which
means that about 10 LEEs per molecule on average are needed to turn the material insoluble and thus render a pattern. Our
observations are consistent with the observed EUV sensitivity of tin-oxo cages.
KEYWORDS: low-energy electron microscopy, electron energy loss spectroscopy, patterning, electron-induced chemistry,
inorganic EUV resist

! INTRODUCTION
As the miniaturization of electronic components in computer
chips continues, novel nanopatterning technologies are
necessary to attain a cost-e"ective high-volume manufactur-
ing.1 Among all nanopatterning approaches, extreme ultraviolet
lithography (EUVL) is the most promising candidate to reach
the targeted sub-20 nm resolution by employing a much
shorter wavelength (13.5 nm) than it is used in current deep
UV (DUV) lithography (193 nm).2 One of the biggest
challenges in the establishment of EUVL in the semiconductor
industry lies in the interaction of the high-energy (92 eV) EUV
radiation with the photoresist material. Conventional polymer-
based photoresists designed for DUV lithography o"er
relatively low EUV photon absorption, which limits their
performance.3 Therefore, the search for new materials that can
absorb an optimal amount of EUV light and render high-
quality nanopatterns is essential for EUVL technology.4!6

Among the variety of materials that are being investigated
for EUVL applications, metal!organic materials, also called
inorganic resists, are considered the most promising. Their

main advantage is that the incorporation of metallic elements
enhances EUV absorptivity.7 In particular, Sn-containing
materials have attracted much attention as they can yield
nanopatterns at relatively low doses.8!10 Yet, a lack of detailed
understanding of the chemical processes occurring upon the
absorption of EUV photons hinders the rational design of
e#cient resists. When an EUV photon is absorbed by the
resist, primary and secondary electrons (SEs) with energies in
the 0!80 eV range are produced.11,12 These electrons play a
central role in the chemical transformations that photoresists
undergo. Speci!cally, they can induce molecular bond
scissions,13,14 which change the photoresist structure and
thus its solubility properties, thereby enabling pattern
formation.11,15!21 However, very few studies of the electron
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also occur to a certain extent, which would also have an impact
on the densi!cation of the material.
In order to relate the thickness curves in Figure 3 to

chemical changes, we simplify this complex process of
reactions in a model where two types of products (materials
B and C) with di"erent densities are formed in sequence from
the original TinOH (material A), that is, through consecutive
reactions A ! B ! C.
As schematically shown in Figure 4, upon electron exposure,

the initial resist material A transforms !rst into an insoluble
product B with higher density than A because of few butyl-
chain cleavage events, loss of the carbon chain by desorption,
and cross-linking among the few molecular units through the
“activated” Sn sites (the ones that underwent Sn!C bond
cleavage). Product B thus represents the mixture of relatively
low-weight oligomers that are cross-linked to a low degree.
The A ! B reaction requires low doses and the subsequent
electrons can promote further carbon loss and aggregation of
the inorganic units, leading to the B ! C evolution, where C
has an even denser structure (Figure 4b). Product C in this
model thus represents a network with a high degree of cross-
linking among the Sn-containing core units and with a low
carbon content. This transformation of the material with the
dose results in a 9% increase of the material conductance (g0)
deduced from the !tting of the S-curves that result from
surface charging evolution charging over dose (see Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information).
For very LEEs (1.2 and 1.6 eV), the number of electrons

that reach the resist at the given incident doses is not su#cient
to transform all initial material A to the insoluble B or C and a
mixture of mainly A + B is formed in the exposed areas. This is
the same behavior observed in photoresists when the photon
dose applied is not su#cient for a full conversion of the initial
material into insoluble material.39,40 In this underexposed
regime, the thickness of the exposed !lm is reduced in the
development step because the remaining material A is
dissolved (Figure 4a).
The fraction of unreacted material A left in the exposed

areas can thus be calculated by comparing the thickness of the
!lm after compression (cf. “as exposed” in Figure 3c), which is
a mixture of A and B, and the thickness remaining after
development (cf. “developed” in Figure 3f), which consists
only of the insoluble material (B at lower doses and C at

higher doses). Figure 5a shows the thickness lost during
development as a function of exposure dose for some selected

electron energies. It thus plots the conversion of the starting
material A as a function of electron dose for the di"erent
energies. It can be observed that a 3 mC/cm2 dose of electrons
with an energy of 2 eV is already su#cient to transform the
layer of the initial material into the insoluble mixture that we
identify as B. This dose, corresponding to an energy dose of 9
mJ/cm2, is in the range of dose needed to transform the whole
thickness of the material (D100) when using EUV light: for a 40
nm !lm, ca. 50 mJ/cm2 of EUV incident dose are required,29

from which 38% is absorbed,41 that is, ca. 19 mJ/cm2.
A likely mechanism leading to carbon-chain loss in TinOH is

electron capture, followed by the decomposition of the radical
anion formed. This process, known as dissociative electron

Figure 4. Scheme representing the densi!cation of the TinOH material A. (a) Unexposed resist is removed completely during the development.
(b) For electron exposure with Eland < 2 eV, only a small fraction of electrons impinging on the surface reach the material and only low conversion
is attained. (c) For Eland > 2 eV, as the incident (inc.) dose increases, consecutive reactions yield the insoluble products B (denser than A) and C
(denser than B). (d) Schematic representation of the initial TinOH molecular material A and of the two insoluble networks B and C. Blue ellipses
represent the Sn-based inorganic core and orange bars the butyl chains.

Figure 5. (a) Thickness of starting material A (noncross-linked
TinOH) dissolved in the development step for each dose of electrons
of di"erent energies (Eland). (b) E"ective reacted volume per
impinging electron (continuous line) and the number of incident
electrons per reacted molecule (dashed lines) estimated for every
exposure dose to electrons of selected energies.
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• low energy electrons: 
• Sn12Bu12 + e- → [Sn12Bu12-] → 

Sn12Bu11- + Bu 
• higher energy electrons: 

• Sn12Bu12 + e- → [Sn12Bu12+] + 2e- 
→ Sn12Bu11+ + 2 Sn12Bu11-+ 3Bu 

• conversion efficiency A→B ≈ 0.1

26



tin oxo cages

• negative tone photoresists 
• activation via Sn-C bond breaking 

• outgassing of carbon-containing molecules 
• shrinkage upon EUV exposure 

• cross-linking mechanism as yet unknown
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conclusions

• hybrid inorganic/organic EUV photoresists hold promise  
but need further development 

• tuning physical properties (solubility, adhesion, etc.) 
• understanding chemical mechanisms 

• rational design of improved materials
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many open questions
• EUV photons cause ionization, but …. 

• role of secondary electron generation? 
• do electron energies matter? 
• what are the structures of the insoluble materials? 
• how many bonds to break/make to switch solubility? 
• blurring due to diffusion of electrons? 
• resolution limits?
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